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Abstract. This article aims to analyze the domain of agile HR strategies that are oriented towards creating agile workers who play a strategic role in gaining and maintaining a sustainable competitive advantage of business in a rapidly changing market environment. Organizational agility is needed to be adaptive in responding to various dynamics of change in the business environment. The concept of agile organization applies to all forms of organization both manufacturing and services. Various domains of organizational agility studies in previous organizational studies. Literature review is used to analyze that problem. Organizations respond to changes in the business environment by utilizing the resources they have. How Agile HR strategies can leverage the dynamic dimensions of organizational agility (agile enablers), namely knowledgeable employees who have the agile capabilities for conduct learning, coordination, communication, and collaboration, are the main discussions of this article. Agile HR strategies include a set of policies and/or practices in the management of human resources in business organizations which, among others, can provide agile workers, collaborative work culture, learning organizations, design work-teams oriented, and practices oriented to empower workers. Managerial implications are presented at the end of this article.
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1 Introduction

The business environment changes dynamically in many forms. There are two important things related to the corporate environment, namely a very complex system and several components that are difficult to predict and respond to Haberberg and Rieple [1]. Each organization will interact with its environment [2] which has an uncertain and dynamic character [3] and consequently will be able to influence organizational activities. Globalization, developments in technology and information, increasingly fierce market competition, complex consumer needs, the emergence of virtual work teams and organizations, technology-based business processes, the involvement of various partners in business processes (collaboration), and various other forms of change.

Various changes in the environment require organizations to be agile in responding to various forms of change demands. Organizational agility is a strategy to stay adaptive and excel in competition in a fast-changing market environment. An agile organization is a condition for creating a work environment with members of the organization who are happy, have high involvement and creativity that can provide good value for the company as well as for customers [4].
The concept of organizational agility is important not only for business but also for public organizations, including manufacturing companies and services. Various researchers in various forms of the organization prove that the characteristics of the capacity and capability of the organization’s resources will greatly determine the level of organizational agility in responding to the demands of environmental change. Each organization in responding to its environment has different characteristics depending on the shape, nature, size, and culture of the organization as well as dynamic resources and capabilities.

Utilization and reconfiguration of various internal resources, efficient business processes, network and collaboration with partners, and the ability to adapt to technological advances are important in the process of increasing organizational agility. Organizations need dynamic capabilities that are good enough as a competitive power against various environmental changes, both tangible and intangible, such as the strength of human resources and technology.

Human assets are one of the internal resources of the organization that contribute to creating an agile organization because it is a dynamic dimension of organizational agility and functions as a driving force (agile enablers). By utilizing the knowledge of workers, the organization can increase its dynamic capabilities through sensing activities on market opportunities, learning to find new solutions by utilizing new knowledge, integrating various individual knowledge into new capabilities in one organizational operational unit, and coordinating all activities in an organization.

The characteristics of the agile worker required for an agile organization do not just appear. For the organization to have valuable internal resources and become an enabler for sustainable competitive excellence, it requires, among others, management actions including an intellectual agenda (shared mindset values), a behavioral agenda (cultural identity is translated into work behavior), and an agenda process (strengthening culture through management practices). This is in line with the resource-based theory which emphasizes that the source of organizational competitive advantage comes from the characteristics of the resources and capabilities that the organization has, including tangible and intangible resources, namely financial, physical resources, human and organizational assets (structures, systems, policies) that companies use to process and produce goods and/or services to customers. An agile HR strategy is a strategic support subsystem in conditioning valuable human resources for an agile organization. An agility-oriented HR strategy has specific characteristics needed to develop an agile workforce. This article focuses on analyzing agile HR strategies capable of creating agile workers. Business organizations will be agile if they have agile workers who are built with agile HR strategies who can create and provide added value for increasing business competitiveness in a dynamic environment.

2 Methodology

The method used to analyze the problem is a literature review that is carried out by collecting various literature, including books, magazines, articles, reports, journals, working papers, and other relevant supporting documents to strengthen analysis arguments in answering problems.
3 Discussion

3.1 Agile HR Strategy Architecture

The human resource strategy architecture is an integration of the measurement of the organization's human resource function (HR function), human resource systems (HR systems), and employee strategic behaviors as shown in Figure 1 [24][25]. The strategic contribution of the human resource function of the organization is related to the ability to manage an infrastructure that can implement the organizational strategy while driving the strategic work behavior of organizational members. For this reason, the competence of human resource managers to carry out strategic functions and not just operational (technical) functions greatly affects organizational performance. Next, the dimensions of a high-performance human resource system include various policies/practices of organizational human capital management that can implement strategies while at the same time motivating workers to create value for the organization. In the end, the emergence of role behavior that is in line with the organizational strategic needs that are fundamental to an organization's competitive advantage. An agile HR strategy is the execution of a business strategy through the integration of the implementation of an agile HR function and system to shape the strategic behavior of agile workers as a condition that allows businesses to be adaptive to dynamic environmental changes.
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Fig. 1. HR Strategy Architecture [25].

3.2 The Shift in HR Functions in Business

As the business environment changes dynamically, agile organizations always use enablers, capabilities, and various policies and practices to adapt to the changing demands of the environment [1]. The HR function is a strategic support subsystem to create value and competitive advantage in a sustainable manner [26].

The function of organizational human resource management has developed from time to time starting from a traditional (technical/operational orientation) [2][27] developing into a strategic orientation [28] in line with the development of human resource management theory. The HR function in today's business is no longer involved in carrying out technical/administrative activities. The strategic function of HR as a strategic business partner plays a role in aligning and executing various human resource management activities that are aligned with business strategy. For this reason, a set of professional human resource management competencies is needed that can meet the expectations of internal and external stakeholders and achieve business strategic value by managing talent, leadership, and culture that makes organizations have the capability to excel in the competition [29].

To respond to the demands of a very dynamic changing environment, the HR function in business is not only important as a strategic business partner through involvement in determining and executing business strategies, but also must be able to ensure the availability
of a workforce that is agile in quantity and quality according to organizational needs. It takes HR specialists (core drivers) who are committed, have a leadership style and strategic planning that is visionary (strategic positioner) oriented to results and customers, skilled in communicating and collaborating (credible activist) with internal and external stakeholders, able to act as agents of change (cultural, and change champion), as well as mastering technology to respond quickly to various forms of change that will be socialized and carried out (technology and media integrator) oriented to create business value through various HR management policies and practices that are managed by the HR function [13][22][23][30].

### 3.3 The Agile HR System

The HR system is a series of human resource management policies or practices that are interconnected and directed to attract, develop, and maintain an organization's human resources [31]. The strength of human resource practices and policies as an HR system has a complementary nature beyond the strength of the sum of the effects of individual human resource practices and policies [32], therefore it is necessary to align one practice with another. Inconsistencies or conflicts between one practice and another in a human resource system will hurt the organization [33].

In an agile organization, it requires the characteristics of an HR system that can leverage the strategic behavior of agile workers. Agile HR systems include job design, staffing policies and practices, empowerment and participation, training and career development, performance appraisals, rewarding, and organizational communication patterns.

Agile job design is oriented towards teamwork and job enrichment [34]. Job enrichment allows flexibility through information sharing activities between colleagues so that vertical hierarchy can be minimized and provide opportunities for individuals to make decisions independently and have more authority in carrying out tasks in their way [35]. Organizations need to condition a collaborative work culture that is oriented towards developing worker learning capabilities.

Agile staffing policies and practices are what provide talent in business organizations. Talent is a workforce that has, commitment, competence, and a major contribution to the organization [36]. The existence of a lot of talent (talent pool) in the organization will make it easier for the organization to achieve its strategic goals in the long term as well as to anticipate the demands of environmental changes that require changing employee positions in the business [18]. A rigorous selection process with high-performance standards with an emphasis on the ability to make changes quickly and flexibly is an important indicator of business.

Furthermore, communication practices that are oriented towards developing worker competencies are needed to generate agile behavior. The use of a strong communication platform supports businesses to easily convey organizational cultural values, business strategies, and targets, as well as an agility model that the organization wants all organizational members to follow [13][21][23].

Participation and empowerment practices give workers the authority to make decisions and are empowered to oversee their work [37] so that employees can make situational decisions in completing work in a dynamic environment. The research results prove that the practice of empowering workers contributes significantly to increasing organizational agility [9].

Training and career development practices that give rise to agile workers are those that are oriented towards work team collaboration by utilizing technology-based learning media that allows various parties with various backgrounds and experiences to be actively involved
so that trainees gain a lot of new knowledge along with problem-solving solutions including cross-organizational assignments to develop worker capabilities [22][23]. Businesses also need to condition themselves as learning organizations that facilitate members of the organization, both individuals and groups, even with external parties to share knowledge.

Performance appraisal practices that can leverage agile strategic behavior are those that are oriented towards developing potential future workers. The ability of employees to learn, adapt, and solve problems with various forms of change is an important point of assessment [22][23].
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Likewise, the distribution of rewards based on performance both individually and in groups, oriented to internal and external justice, which aims to reduce the wage gap between hierarchies can increase worker job satisfaction and build a competitive work culture [21]. Fair rewards will encourage employees to be more motivated and creative in completing their tasks. Agile HR system workflow takes place as shown in Figure 2.

### 3.4 The Agile Strategic Behavior

Work behavior is a strategic enabler that supports the creation of an agile organization. Wise and Daniel [38] support this statement. But the agile behavior of the workers did not just show up. Behavior is a form of response from satisfaction or dissatisfaction with various policies or practices of the organization's human resource management. Human resource management activities are the primary means for organizations to transmit role information, support desired behavior, and assess role performance. Delivery of role information will be
effective if role expectations are consistently communicated within the organization and assess performance in ways that are consistent with organizational contingency factors, including business strategy. Effective human resource management helps meet expectations of colleagues in carrying out roles within the organization (including supervisors, colleagues, subordinates) and parties outside the organization involved (including consumers, families, communities). The behavioral expectations of all parties with an interest in the role will influence the role behavior of each member of the organization [39].

Some of the behavioral characteristics of an agile workforce include: (1) business orientation, namely conforming to business values, mastering knowledge of business operations, the environment, and future business priorities; (2) has high resilience over various forms of change, new ideas, technology and is tolerant of uncertain situations; (3) High adaptability to people, culture, duties, and responsibilities; (4) be proactive in anticipating various problems that may arise as a result of change; (4) self-awareness to always want to learn and develop themselves, adjusting to changes in the business environment [2][22]. A summary of the comparison of the agile and non-agile human resource strategies can be seen in Table 1.

### Table 1. The Differences between agile and non-agile HR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>HR Strategy Architecture</th>
<th>Non-Agile HR</th>
<th>Agile HR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The Function</td>
<td>Micro-orientation</td>
<td>Micro-orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Monotone</td>
<td>Innovator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Technical/administrative expert</td>
<td>Strategic positioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Anticipate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>Credible activist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transactional</td>
<td>Transformational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relations with workers</td>
<td>Creative Hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Employee champion</td>
<td>Talent manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Change-agent (internal)</td>
<td>Dynamic capacity builder (external-internal oriented)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Human integrator</td>
<td>Media Integrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The HR System</td>
<td>The fulfillment of current workforce needs</td>
<td>Talent-pool oriented staffing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simple and static job design</td>
<td>Teamwork, flexibility, and job enrichment oriented job design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low empowerment and participation</td>
<td>High empowerment and participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>On and off the job training and development</td>
<td>Technology-based, team collaboration and cross-organizational assignments training and career development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluative-oriented performance appraisal</td>
<td>Development-oriented performance appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In competitive reward</td>
<td>Performance and competitive-based reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication within the organization</td>
<td>Strong network communication platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Employee's Strategic Behavior</td>
<td>Current business orientation</td>
<td>Future business orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low resilience to change</td>
<td>High resilience to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Counterproductive</td>
<td>Creative and innovative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low adaptability</td>
<td>High adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Proactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slow learner</td>
<td>High learner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Conclusion

An agile HR strategy is a prerequisite for a sustainable business competitive advantage in a dynamic environment. An agile HR strategy includes the implementation of an agile HR function and system that can leverage the emergence of workers who have agile work behaviors in dynamic environments. Agile HR strategies include a set of policies and/or practices in the management of human resources in business organizations which, among others, can provide agile workers, collaborative work culture, learning organizations, design work-teams oriented, and practices oriented to empower workers which are integrated as an HR system. Important managerial implications for business are important to strengthen HR functions and systems to generate a workforce with agile behavior as a prerequisite for agile business in a dynamic environment.
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